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baggage-guard will hoist the fallen load for him.
The heat does not begin until the column is over
the pass. Then it comes suddenly, like a stab in the
back, for the sun by now is dead behind us* Orders
come back that the transport will not attempt to
keep up with the battery; it will close up at the
hour's halt four miles ahead, Those four miles are
unpleasant; my eyes shut repeatedly, and I nearly
come off my horse as it starts suddenly at an escaped
mule clattering past with half its load trailing
desperately behind it. A drain begins to chant a
wailing and unintelligible dirge. Unlike ourselves,
Indians do not sing until they are tired.
At last the battery is seen halted ahead, the mules
spread out along the side of the track, the loads are
off, and the drabis He down in the scanty shadow of
their beasts, winding their puggarees round their
faces. The British gunners cluster behind an
ambulance tonga, the transport sergeant goes off to
see if the battery sergeants' mess has a cup of tea for
him, and I join the gunner officers in front, en-
countering en route my own bearer, Muhomined
Hakim, a sad-eyed plutocrat with a bicycle, who is
being rebuked by the battery captain, who had found
him asleep by the track two miles ahead of the
column; which is unwise when you are not a day's
march from Afghanistan, on a road on which throats
have been often cut.
A ragged shrub of wild thyme casts a patch of
shade rather larger than a melon* The major, to
whom this place is offered, refuses it at once on
principle, and scats himself carefully in the full glare
of the sun, humming a tune- It is difficult to eat

